
Refined vector modulation for maximum comfort and efficiency. 

With the arrival of the Evolution 5HD, maximum efficiency and ultimate comfort were 
combined and introduced to the world. In order to insure optimum efficiency, the Evolution 
5 HD features a low frequency of 6.78 MHz. To prevent clients from feeling the discomfort 
they may have experienced with past treatments, this frequency was combined with vector 
modulations. These modulations, which are the fastest on the market at 2/1000 of a second, 
optimize energy transfer thanks to greater wavelength accuracy and stability. We can 
therefore get as close as we possibly can to the pain threshold without ever reaching it 
while still maximizing the energy that is being delivered. Sequential modulation: the use of 
various sequences, emitted at different intensities, results in more energy and less pain. 
Units delivering less energy are often less effective during treatments and cause more 
discomfort for the client. 

Aside from the outstanding use of vector modulation in the Evolution 5 HD, Silhouet-Tone 
has also succeeded in creating a sleek and attractive design with an interactive touch 
screen where users can choose from a number of specially designed programs for various 
hair types and treatment areas. The touch screen allows for an interactive overview of the 
entire treatment. With the Evolution 5 HD electrologists can choose their preferred setting, 
make any modifications they wish, and be guided through their entire treatment. This is the 
most interactive unit on the market to date. 

Electrolysis is the most effective means of hair removal there is. Because it can treat all hair 
types and skin colors, it is more versatile than other permanent hair removal techniques. 
Due to the precision of electrology, even facial hair can be removed safely and effectively. 

What does this mean for you, the customer? 
Excellent results, precise treatment custom to your hair type & more 

comfortable treatments. 
 

Pulse|Electrology is a proud owner of the Evolution 5HD 


